STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS 2020 - 2023
Provider of choice
SASI will deliver the highest quality measurable outcomes for out
clients. We aim to build on our 50+ years of expertise in the
autism field to provide the support people on the spectrum need.
We plan to deliver in line with the 'choice and control' philosophy
of the NDIS.
People Focused
The people on the spectrum are at the heart of everything SASi
does. SASI will ensure it provides person-centered services to
people on the spectrum

What we want to achieve

MISSION
To support people
on the spectrum
develop and
achieve progress
towards their
individual goals in
life.

SASI will lje ttie 'go
to' P-lace for. P-eOP-le
on ttie SP.ectrum.

Diversification
SASI will diversify its service offerings and geographic locations to
accommodate the needs of people on the spectrum.
Opportunities to grow our business and partner with others to
enhance service offering will be investigated and actioned.

VALUES

Support Driven
SASI will maintain and enhance its staff, ensuring they are highly
trained and able to provide a flexible support system to people
on the spectrum. SASI will create a workforce plan which will
enable SASl's ability to recruit, retain and provide the best
workers for each service.
Planning
Plan for new activities and opportunities with NDIS scope

KEY
AREAS

Systems
Embed systems infrastructure across operations and services
Outcomes
Flexible delivery to outcomes - using goal mastery across all supports
Flexibility
Embed Active Choices options at all sites

How we'll get there
GETTING THERE
The Strategic Plan identifies a number of priorities under the four key areas. There areas will be
reviewed annually by SASI Board and drive the strategic planning for each business segment. SASl's
values and strategic directions assist in the creation of a number of principles to move the organisation
forward into the future, and identify with our commonly known SASI brand.
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Skilled flexible
workforce to meet
clients needs.
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Strengt�ening our
expertise using
quality tools
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Innovating support
opti�n� to
max1m1se
achievements

Our focus for 2020 - 2023

Growth
Plan and action growth strategies -respite and service hubs
Consolidation
Surviving and Thriving under the NDIS
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